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every day. 
CUSTOM IS FOR

There’s a long-held belief that special 
clothes should be reserved for special 
occasions. We couldn’t disagree more. 
We believe that you feel your best when 
you look your best—so why not feel great 
every day?

That’s why our custom garments aren’t 
just made to fit your frame and suit your 
taste, but also to serve your lifestyle. 
Imagine what a flexible pair of golf 
pants could do for your drive. Or how an 
impeccably cut sport coat would make 
you feel during an interview. And when 
a special occasion does roll around, we’ll 
make you a suit worth celebrating in.

Flip through these pages and you’ll find 
ideas for the many moments of your 
life. Because for each big day there are 
countless everydays—and we can help 
you dress for all of it.
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Monday
mornings.

CUSTOM IS FOR

From the three-piece formality of 
Wall Street to the come-as-you-are 
culture of Silicon Valley, every office 
has sartorial standards. Dress for 
yours from our versatile selection of 
workwear fabrics and design elements.





SQUARED AWAY

The windowpane overlay on these check trousers mimics
the jacket fabric, creating a modern take on mixed patterns.
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NO SWEAT

When you have to wear a three-piece suit in the heat, wool infused
with silk and linen and an end-on-end cotton shirt help keep you cool.
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LIGHT TOUCH

Made from a wool-silk-linen blend, this jacket weighs just 7.1 ounces.
It’s a perfect match for a lightweight twill shirt and white cotton trousers.
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SUMMER ESSENTIAL

A two-button jacket and flat-front trousers in 100% cotton make for a versatile summer
suit. Dress it up if need be, or wear it with a polo shirt and sneakers for casual Fridays.
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Sunday
afternoons.
Whether you spend your downtime
at the  golf course or at a three-course
lunch, your clothes should be as relaxed
as you are. Our casual, technical, and
sportswear fabrics will keep you polished
and comfortable all through the weekend.

CUSTOM IS FOR





GOOD SPORT

Flat-front trousers in crisp white are perfect for hitting the links—and a Harrington-style
jacket is a must for crisp early tee times. Just add your trustiest golf shirt.
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SHORT CUT

Seersucker is refreshingly light, even in a dark color like navy. It’s a no-brainer
for a summer suit that’ll function just as beautifully as separates.
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FRESH COAT

For fluctuating spring temps, be prepared with versatile separates, including
a 100% cotton field jacket, short-sleeve linen shirts, and slash-pocket chinos.
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COMFORT ZONE

A sport coat with casual details, such as patch pockets, always looks great with
chinos or jeans. For truly laid-back affairs, swap out your button-down for a V-neck tee.
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days you
want to
stand out.
Designing custom clothing gives you
complete creative control—so why not
have a little fun with it? Don’t be afraid
to take inspiration from the season’s bold 
color palette. It’ll make your garments 
that much more distinctive.

CUSTOM IS FOR





CLEAN SLATE

Don’t let wrinkles ruin the impact of an all-white suit. Opt for
100% wool instead of cotton to keep things smooth, even when traveling.
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MAKE ‘EM BLUSH

Pink is arguably the color of the season. It’s a fun, unexpected choice for sportswear,
especially in a tonal look like this bouclé jacket with darker cotton shorts.
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ALL IN

Head-to-toe pink was all over the season’s runways, and we couldn’t resist it either.
It’s the ideal hue for a lightweight linen suit as fetching as it is fashion-forward.
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FEELING GOOD

Texture can distinguish custom clothes as much as bold color. This buffalo-plaid
patchwork wool layered over a linen shirt gives an easy summer look a lot of depth.
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days you
need to
stand tall.
Life’s most memorable occasions deserve 
clothes to match. The season’s laid-back
vibe may not call for black-tie formality,
so instead consider suits and dinner 
jackets cut from more casual fabrics.

CUSTOM IS FOR





DUAL TONE

Who says a three-piece suit has to be one color? A vest in a different
tone of the same fabric adds visual interest and subtle sophistication.
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MIX TAPE

Mixing patterns is always a festive move. Just balance out the playfulness of it with minimal construction 
details. This jacket embraces simplicity with a shawl collar, self-facing fabric, and a single button.
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SWEET SPOT

For a truly innovative look, go for a three-piece suit with a casual vibe. This striped Merino
wool has the ease of seersucker, but with a luxe hand that feels right for formal occasions.
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Our
process
All you really have to do is show up to
a Clubhouse. Once you meet with one
of our custom specialists, they’ll help
you with everything else—from garment
and fabric selection to taking all the
necessary measurements. 

We’ll require about 5–7 weeks to complete
your custom clothing. When it’s ready,
come back in and try it on. We’ll take care
of any necessary adjustments. But if your 
garments are good to go, then you can take
them home that day.
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Our
fabrics
We look to the sartorial capitals of the world to find 
our fabrics. From Biella, Italy, there are centuries-old 
mills known for sourcing the most sought-after Merino 
wool in Australia. From Yorkshire, England, there are 
mills dedicated to upholding the meticulous traditions 
of Savile Row. Vitale Barberis Canonico, Dormeuil, 
Scabal, and Loro Piana are just a few, but we work with 
countless more.

Of course, there’s no point in curating the world’s 
best fabrics if you don’t have the expertise to back it 
up. That’s why we’ve nurtured partnerships with our 
incredible merchants and mills—not only do they give 
our custom specialists world-class training, but they 
even collaborate with us on exclusive fabric offerings.
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Our
standards
We treat our fabrics with as much care as the mills 
who weave them. When it comes to the construction 
process, we forgo any fusing or gluing in favor of half- 
and full-canvas techniques. Whereas the average
mass-produced suit takes approximately 90 minutes 
to sew, our tailoring partners spend anywhere from 
4–6 hours meticulously cutting and stitching your 
garments. This attention to detail upfront guarantees
a great fit that conforms to your body’s shape even
more over time.
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Our
finishing
touches
It’s not just about the custom pieces. Our stylists can 
help you complete your custom looks and replenish 
your wardrobe with whatever else you may need.



READY-TO-WEAR

CUSTOM BELTS SCARPE DI BIANCO

Custom is not an all-or-nothing decision. In fact, the best garments fit seamlessly into your regular 
wardrobe. We always recommend great denim, polos, and tees to finish off casual looks.

Made from durable skins dyed in a spectrum of 
rich colors, our American-made belts have a choice 

of buckles, lengths, and even monograms.

Nearly every pair of this Italian company’s
shoes is made entirely by hand—which

is why they produce only 25 pairs per day.
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Thank you,
Charleston.
Nearly every pair of this Italian company’s shoes is 
made entirely by hand—which is why they produce 
only 25 pairs per day.

The things we love about your city—the color,
the architecture, the character—are exactly what
we love about custom clothing. We couldn’t have 
produced this book without you, so our sincerest 
thanks for everything.
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